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 13965260  1

09/04/20
 40

WHO IS INTERACTIONS*
     Interactions, LLC is the world s largest independent AI company. We operate at the intersection of customer experience and AI   two 
of today s most innovative and dynamic industries. Since 2004, we ve helped leading companies like METLIFE, CITI, SHUTTERFLY, and 
LIFELOCK have millions of successful conversations, resulting in saving operational cost and increasing productivity.
     Interactions  5-year vision is to accelerate a transition from today s frustrating and uninspired customer service experiences into 
amazing conversational engagements! Allowing customers to communicate in their own words and on their channel of choice, to 
accomplish tasks, all without having to go through an agent. In doing this via our conversational AI engine, our customers benefit from 
dramatically improved customer experience and increased customer engagement, while also saving significant and demonstrable 
operational expenses.
JOB DESCRIPTION

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13987064  1
09/11/20

 40

WORK SHIFT:Salary Exempt (United States of America)
     Altium Packaging, Our Culture Differentiates Us!
     We are an essential business and still hiring during the COVID-19 pandemic!
We incorporate our Guiding Principles into all aspects and at all levels of the organization and use them as a framework for 
decision-making.  We believe our Guiding Principles foster a culture of excellence that benefits both employees and customers.
     OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
     * Act with Integrity & in Compliance
     * Drive Value Creation
     * Be Disciplined Entrepreneurs
     * Focus on the Customer

AREA HR SPECIALIST
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13952447  1
09/01/20

 40  7:00 am  3:30 pm

Family owned business in Attleboro Falls is Now Hiring for an Assembly position!

JOB DESCRIPTION:
* Cut materials to produce sub-assemblies or finish product from raw materials
* Assemble products according to supplied prints and product standards
* Pack finished goods into correct packages and boxes
* Notify supervisor of any mechanical or material issues
* Perform prescribed equipment maintenance as required
* Perform all dimensional and quality inspections
* Log work time accurately on company's ERP System

ASSEMBLY POSITION
ATTLEBORO FALLS INETEMPL

 13948863  1
08/31/20

 40

Wheaton College

Wheaton is a private coeducational liberal arts college within easy 
 commuting distance of Boston and Providence. We have nearly 1,700 
 undergraduates from 40 U.S. States and more than 70 countries. Nearly 23% 
 of our undergraduates are U.S. students of color and 11% are international 
 citizens. Wheaton College is an equal opportunity/affirmative action 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF ADMISSION
NORTON INETEMPL
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 employer and does not discriminate against any individual or group on the 
 basis of gender, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, age, 
 race, color, religion, national origin, veteran status, genetic 

 13976720  1
09/08/20

 32

Job Title: Assistant Store Manager - Champion - Wrentham, Massachusetts 

Overview 
Under supervision of Store Manager, supervise store personnel in all store activities, maintain store policy and procedures. We are 
seeking a responsible and hard-working Assistant Manager to join our growing team of professionals. The Retail Assistant Manager is 
primarily focused on supervising store personnel in all store activities and maintaining store policy and procedures under the 
supervision of Store Management. The Assistant Manager will report directly to the Management team.

Responsibilities: 

ASSISTANT STORE MANAGER - CHAMPION - 
WRE WRENTHAM INETEMPL

 13948763  1
08/31/20

 40

Business Development ManagerLocation New England, MA (On-Premises) Primary Office Boston South
6 Merchant St.
Unit 4
Sharon,  MA 02067
United States
 Duration Full Time Desired Education Bachelors Desired Experience 5-7 Years
Minimum of 5-7 years of proven sales experience, including two years successfully managing SLED business development activities

 Strong understanding of customer and market dynamics and requirements

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
SHARON INETEMPL

 13952292  4
09/01/20

 1

Are you ready to be part of an exciting new department?  Brigham and Womens Hospital has established a new, in-house Police & 
Security Department.   
     As a Security Officer, you will be part of a professional team that is charged with the mission of providing a safe and secure 
environment for the Brigham and Womens Hospital community.   
     Successful candidates will have flexible schedule availability, the ability to adapt to a new and evolving operation, and the motivation 
to achieve the high professional standards required by the department.   
     Do you have what it takes?  Apply today! 
     GENERAL SUMMARY/OVERVIEW STATEMENT: 
     Receiving general direction from the Security Supervisor, incumbent ensures a safe and secure environment, provides protective 
service and response for protection of the people and property of the Hospital, is responsible for assisting with the day-to-day 

BWH SECURITY OFFICER / PER DIEM / FOXBOR
FOXBORO INETEMPL

 13952454  1
09/01/20

 40

As a Customer Service / Call Center Representative, you must have superior customer service and communication skills. You must be 
detail-oriented and able to multitask in a fast-paced environment. Having outstanding phone etiquette skills is also vital to this role.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
* Answer phone calls and assisting customers.
* Aid customer with their questions
* Send emails to obtain required information and sending back to customers
* Contact customers to schedule and confirm deliveries

CALL CENTER
NORTON INETEMPL
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* Attention to detail and accuracy
* Must have prior customer service experience

 13983151  1
09/10/20

 40

As a Customer Service / Call Center Representative, you must have superior customer service and communication skills. You must be 
detail-oriented and able to multitask in a fast-paced environment. Having outstanding phone etiquette skills is also vital to this role.

RESPONSIBILITIES:
* Answer phone calls and assisting customers.
* Aid customer with their questions
* Send emails to obtain required information and sending back to customers
* Contact customers to schedule and confirm deliveries
* Attention to detail and accuracy
* Must have prior customer service experience

CALL CENTER
NORTON KTORR

 13961210  1
09/03/20

 40

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  
     * Patrol all areas of the Dean College campus  (Sunday - Thursday 12:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.)
      * Enforce campus community safety policies and programs.
      * Identify and record safety issues during patrols.
      * Respond to incidents and complete reports.
      * Report incidents to Community Safety Supervisor and/or Manager.
      * Complete all required reports in a timely and thorough manner.
      * De-escalate situations whenever feasible.
      * Protect departmental assets.
      *  Provide escorts on campus when requested.

CAMPUS SAFETY OFFICER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13956265  1
09/02/20

 40

Operate a cash register, scanner and scale using correct scan or ring method.
? Accurately scan/ring all items.
? Make change, cash checks following company policy and issue receipts accurately.
? Bag groceries efficiently using proper technique.
? Build relationships, educate our customers, and create sales.
? Adhere to all Company policies/procedures and government regulations.
? Complete all training requirements by respective due dates.

CASHIRER
FRANKLIN AREGO

 13983123  1
09/10/20

 40

NOW HIRING!
CDL Residential and Rolloff Drivers!
Join us for our Virtual Hiring Event!
West Boylston, MA!
$3,000 Sign-On Bonus!
Competitive Salaries and Great Bene ts!
Req # 20008444, 20008530

CDL DRIVER
FOXBORO EFERN

 13956135  1
09/02/20

 40

* Observes and reports activities and incidents at an assigned client site, providing for the security and safety of client property and 

CHRYSLER - SECURITY OFFICER
MANSFIELD INETEMPL
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personnel.
      * Makes periodic patrols to check for irregularities and to inspect protection devices and fire control equipment.
      * Preserves order and may act to enforce regulations and directives for the site pertaining to personnel, visitors, and premises.
      * Controls access to client site or facility through the admittance process
      * Patrols assigned site on foot or in vehicle; checks for unsafe conditions, hazards, unlocked doors, security violations, blocked 
entrances and exits, mechanical problems, and unauthorized persons.
      * Protects evidence or scene of incident in the event of accidents, emergencies, or security investigations.
      * Responds to incidents of fire, medical emergency, bomb threat, flooding, water discharge, elevator emergency, hazardous 
materials, inclement weather, and other incidents.

 13952147  1
09/01/20

 40

Overview 

Job Description & Requirements 
The CIP operator is responsible for ensuring optimum quality products through completing proper cleanup and sanitation tasks by 
following regulatory standards, ensuring the product and process are both clean and sterile.

* Assemble and disassemble equipment for proper cleaning/sanitizing per manufacturer instructions. 
* Operate the CIP (clean-in-place) system to clean and sanitize equipment, tanks, and pipelines. 
* Complete basic preventive maintenance of gaskets, seals, "O" rings, plates, etc., on all product contact surfaces as needed by the 
Master Sanitation Schedule. 

CIP OPERATOR
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13948804  1
08/31/20

 40

At US Ecology, our Class A Truck Drivers transport hazardous and non-hazardous waste regionally between the point or origin and 
facilities in the Northeast. Team members are responsible for ensuring driving and operation of equipment is conducted in a safe and 
compliant manner. A typical week will have you leaving from your dispatch point on Monday morning and returning home Friday 
afternoon while operating box vans, roll off trailers, and tank trailers.
     Applicant located in MA, NY, MD, CT, NJ are welcome to apply!
     Position Snapshot
     In this position, you would travel to customer locations to assist them with their regulated waste needs. You will sort, package, 
document, secure, and then transport their waste to a temporary storage or treatment facility. Customers would include retail stores, 
pharmacies, and industrial sites. Examples of waste you would handle are lighters, batteries, oils, cleaners, over the counter medicine, 
bleach, vinegar, paints, aerosols, other chemicals, and contaminated soils to name a few.

CLASS A ENVIRONMENTAL TRUCK DRIVER 
(NORT FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13965029  1
09/04/20

 40

DESCRIPTION:
     The Foundation to Combat Antisemitism is an organization focused on creating replicable models for fighting antisemitism and other 
forms of prejudice, racism, and hate. Our signature initiative, [tbh] Together Beat Hate, is a movement that encourages young people of 
all backgrounds to join the fight against all forms of hatred. We believe the only effective, systematic way to beat hate is to build 
bridges between peoples and communities through direct engagement and compassionate, impactful education. The core strategy of 
[tbh] is focused on leveraging social media to deliver educational campaigns and spur action by people of all backgrounds, and working 
with a network of global partners to drive effective rapid response to hate. 
     SUMMARY: 
     We are seeking a passionate, energetic, entrepreneurial community coordinator with a background in publishing and promoting 
social media content, as well as monitoring and engaging in conversations within social communities, to join our growing digital team. 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT COORDINATOR
FOXBOROUGH INETEMPL

 13983019  1
09/10/20

 40

CONSTRUCTION CREW MEMBER
     * Norton, MA, USA

CONSTRUCTION CREW MEMBER
NORTON INETEMPL
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     * Full-time
COMPANY DESCRIPTION
     Morton Buildings, Inc. is the Industry leader in post-frame construction. We have been in business for more than 110 years and have 
six manufacturing plants servicing 106 construction centers Nationwide.  Per year, across America, more than 3,500 new buildings sport 
the familiar Morton M.
JOB DESCRIPTION
     We are looking to expand our construction crews and employee owners! The Morton brand is well known for quality, durability, 
innovation and workmanship.  Our construction crews are the backbone of our company and contribute significantly to our success.  As 

 13961293  1
09/03/20

 40

     Do you have a passion for customer service? LeachGarner has the job for you!
     We are looking for a Customer Relationship Associate to support our Sales Account Managers. In this role you will provide front line 
tactical customer service. You will ensure accuracy in capturing customer requirements and sales order entry; and will be cross-trained 
and capable of selling all products. You will provide best in class customer service and be an active participant in Continuous 
Improvement within the Customer Experience Team.
     Responsibilities include:
     * Accuracy in order processing and assigned departmental metrics/reports
     * Timeliness of responding to customers
     * Improved customer experience leading to best in class service
     * Cross selling and transitioning customers to core line products

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP ASSOCIATE
ATTLEBORO INETEMPL

 13961003  2
09/03/20

 40

     Do you have a passion for customer service? LeachGarner has the job for you!
     We are looking for a Customer Relationship Associate to support our Sales Account Managers. In this role you will provide front line 
tactical customer service. You will ensure accuracy in capturing customer requirements and sales order entry; and will be cross-trained 
and capable of selling all products. You will provide best in class customer service and be an active participant in Continuous 
Improvement within the Customer Experience Team.
     Responsibilities include:
     * Accuracy in order processing and assigned departmental metrics/reports
     * Timeliness of responding to customers
     * Improved customer experience leading to best in class service
     * Cross selling and transitioning customers to core line products

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP ASSOCIATE - 2ND 
SH ATTLEBORO INETEMPL

 13961116  1
09/03/20

 40

     Do you have a passion for customer service? LeachGarner has the job for you!
     We are looking for a Customer Relationship Associate based in Albuquerque, NM to support our Sales Account Managers. In this role 
you will provide front line tactical customer service. You will ensure accuracy in capturing customer requirements and sales order entry; 
and will be cross-trained and capable of selling all products. You will provide best in class customer service and be an active participant 
in Continuous Improvement within the Customer Experience Team.
     Responsibilities include:
     * Accuracy in order processing and assigned departmental metrics/reports
     * Timeliness of responding to customers
     * Improved customer experience leading to best in class service
     * Cross selling and transitioning customers to core line products

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP ASSOCIATE - 
ALBUQU ATTLEBORO INETEMPL

 13956900  1
09/02/20

 40

Job Responsibilities:
Lead small and medium sized investigations, coordinating tasks and resources from corporate legal, ethics, security, and IT teams
Manage multiple investigation requests through the entire lifecycle of Initiation, Data Collection, Analysis, and Data Production

CYBERSECURITY FORENSICS INVESTIGATOR
FRANKLIN INETEMPL
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Participate in designing, testing and deployment of new forensic or eDiscovery tools or solutions
Participate on Incident Response teams as forensic SME
Work with vendors for problem resolution
Develop and maintain comprehensive documentation
Standardize process and procedures and provide continual improvement
Perform other duties as required

 13987440  1
09/11/20

 40

Job Title: Design Quality Engineer II

Location: 130 Forbes Blvd, Mansfield, MA 02048

Job Description: Lead new product development to deliver safe and effective medical device products to the market by ensuring all 
aspects of design controls are robust and comply with company polices and international medical device quality regulations including 
EU MDR, 21 CFR 820, ISO 13485, RDC 16/2013. Oversee medical device design verification/validation, DHF tracking, and product release 
authorization procedures. Act as subject matter expert for technical design reviews with responsibility for compiling and presenting the 
quality data to key stakeholders/leadership during technical design reviews. Prepare regulatory submissions and support sustaining 
quality with defending design control elements during internal and external audits. Develop automated inspection techniques and 

DESIGN QUALITY ENGINEER II
MANSFIELD INETEMPL

 13976727  1
09/08/20

 40

Job Summary

Under the direction of a Distribution Designer III or experienced staff, perform detailed design of overhead and/or underground electric 
distribution systems. This work includes the preparation of field notes, drawings, specifications and design estimates.

Overview of Duties

DISTRIBUTION DESIGNER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13961151  1
09/03/20

 40

SUMMARY: 
     The Documentation Specialist will create all documentation for both open account and export transactions including invoices and 
various certificates. Create all packing list and work with sales administration and suppliers to obtain this information. 
     DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  
     * Responsible for putting together 30+ sets of documents per day, which are then submitted to banks and/or directly to customers
      * Responsible for working with various certification agencies depending on the final destination of the order
      * Review letters of credit
      * Responsible for making sure certain filings are made with the US government prior to exporting
      * Communicate with customs brokers on imports to the US
      * Work closely with freight forwarders to ensure the documentation process flow smoothly

DOCUMENTATION SPECIALIST
FOXBOROUGH INETEMPL

 13981149  5
09/09/20

 29

Van Pool Transportation is dedicated to providing a superior level of special transportation services to our schools, students and 
communities. 

We help you 

DRIVER
WRENTHAM EFERN
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OBTAIN/MAINTAIN  License
Must be at least 21 years of age to qualify 
On the job training provided
Part Time Work 
Average 2029 Hours/Per Week
We help you OBTAIN/MAINTAIN  License

 13940900  1
08/31/20

 40

Overview 
Garelick Farms, a DFA company, is seeking a Plant Maintenance Electrician for our Franklin, MA location. We offer competitive pay, 
comprehensive benefits and great growth opportunities. 

Shift: 3rd - 11 pm - 7 am 

Job Description & Requirements 
* The Electrician is responsible for installing and repairing electrical systems, apparatus and electrical and electronic components of 
machinery and equipment following electrical code, manuals, schematic diagrams, blueprints and other specifications. 
* Diagnose, troubleshoot, test, install and repair electrical parts, equipment and systems. 

ELECTRICIAN
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13960849  1
09/03/20

 40

Overview 
Garelick Farms, a DFA company, is seeking a Plant Maintenance Electrician for our Franklin, MA location. We offer competitive pay, 
comprehensive benefits and great growth opportunities. 

Shift: 3rd - 11 pm - 7 am 

Job Description & Requirements 
* The Electrician is responsible for installing and repairing electrical systems, apparatus and electrical and electronic components of 
machinery and equipment following electrical code, manuals, schematic diagrams, blueprints and other specifications. 
* Diagnose, troubleshoot, test, install and repair electrical parts, equipment and systems. 

ELECTRICIAN
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13981195  1
09/09/20

 40

* Assemble carts according to specifications
* Mechanically assemble component parts to produce products
* Read assembly sequence on blueprint and complete as indicated, using light power tools
* Virtually inspect parts
* Basic blueprint reading; understanding of basic safety systems and rules

REQUIREMENTS
* Must be able to read and follow ISO procedures
* Previous experience operating hand tools and following blueprint to complete assembly
* Have experience or be willing to learn other shop machines and procedures

ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13983175  1
09/10/20

 40

* Assemble carts according to specifications
* Mechanically assemble component parts to produce products
* Read assembly sequence on blueprint and complete as indicated, using light power tools
* Virtually inspect parts
* Basic blueprint reading; understanding of basic safety systems and rules

ELECTRONIC ASSEMBLY
FRANKLIN KTORR
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REQUIREMENTS
* Must be able to read and follow ISO procedures
* Previous experience operating hand tools and following blueprint to complete assembly
* Have experience or be willing to learn other shop machines and procedures

 13976719  1
09/08/20

 40

Overview 
Garelick Farms is looking for a S anitation Operator in our Production Department 

We offer excellent Benefits and competitive wages with great Growth Opportunity 

Job Description & Requirements 
The CIP operator is responsible for ensuring optimum quality products through completing proper cleanup and sanitation tasks by 
following regulatory standards, ensuring the product and process are both clean and sterile. 

* Assemble and disassemble equipment for proper cleaning/sanitizing per manufacturer instructions. 

EQUIPMENT SANITATION OPERATOR
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13952149  1
09/01/20

 40

Job Description & Requirements 
* The Filler Operator is responsible for ensuring optimum quality products through the operation of the filler of various product families 
following regulatory standards, ensuring the product is clean and sterile. 
* Clean, set-up, operate and monitor equipment of the production line. 
* Complete all required documentation and scheduled quality checks. 
* Monitor weights, seals, caps, and general packaging of product. 
* Make adjustments to filler timing and filling, & check mat as needed. 
* Ability to troubleshoot and resolve basic to moderate operating difficulties. 
* Collect required samples needed for Quality Assurance testing. 
* Ensure that the proper packaging materials are used for each product being produced. 

FILLER OPERATOR
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13961018  1
09/03/20

 40

WORK SHIFT:8hr-1st Shift (United States of America)
     Altium Packaging, Our Culture Differentiates Us!
     We are an essential business and still hiring during the COVID-19 pandemic!
We incorporate our Guiding Principles into all aspects and at all levels of the organization and use them as a framework for 
decision-making.  We believe our Guiding Principles foster a culture of excellence that benefits both employees and customers.
     OUR GUIDING PRINCIPLES
     * Act with Integrity & in Compliance
     * Drive Value Creation
     * Be Disciplined Entrepreneurs
     * Focus on the Customer

FORKLIFT OPERATOR
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13976484  1
09/07/20

 40

Overview
Icahn Automotive Group LLC (Icahn Automotive) was formed by its parent, Icahn Enterprises L.P. (NASDAQ: IEP), to invest in and 
operate businesses involved in aftermarket parts distribution and service. Our businesses have a singular focus: provide premium 
automotive parts and services at a great value. The businesses of Icahn Automotive today consist of Pep Boys  automotive aftermarket 
retail and service chain, Auto Plus  automotive aftermarket parts distributor, Precision Tune Auto Care  owned and franchised 
automotive service centers, and AAMCO Total Auto Care franchised service centers. The businesses of Icahn Automotive total over 

GENERAL SERVICE TECHNICIAN
SEEKONK INETEMPL
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22,000 employees, over 2,000 company-owned and franchise locations and 25 distribution centers throughout the US, Canada, and 
Puerto Rico.

Position Summary

 13956121  1
09/02/20

 40

SUMMARY:  
           The Helpdesk Technician is the front line of defense for end user issues, The Helpdesk Technician is responsible for responding to 
user questions, troubleshoot over the phone, and visit users to resolve issues.  Completing Work Orders within ServiceDesk for helpdesk 
requests, new hires, PC rebuilds, etc.
           DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
     *           Complete specific server checks 
      *           Completing Work Orders within ServiceDesk for helpdesk requests, new hires, PC setup, etc.
      *           General support for IT department 
      *           New PC setups - desktops and notebooks 
      *           Application installations / troubleshooting - typically on client machines 

HELPDESK TECHNICIAN
FOXBOROUGH INETEMPL

 13956228  1
09/02/20

 40

Human Resources Director

Location

HUMAN RESOURCES DIRECTOR
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13961254  1
09/03/20

 40

     *           We are looking for a strong, customer service focused Sales Account Manager based in the greater New York City area. In this 
newly created role you will work virtually to support customers in the jewelry industry. 
          As Sales Account Manager you will provide direction setting to the overall growth of the Jewelry Product line. This individual is 
responsible for developing the product roadmaps and works closely with the PMs to identify and pursue accounts. In addition, s/he is 
responsible for ensuring coordination with Engineering and Manufacturing to deliver outstanding customer value. Effective teaming 
and coordination with all required business functions to achieve exceptional customer experience is key to this role.
          Responsibilities include:
     *           Forecasting
     *           Connection to accounts - build customer relationships
     *           Own projects and account management

INSIDE SALES ACCOUNT MANAGER - NEW 
YORK ATTLEBORO INETEMPL

 13961311  1
09/03/20

 40

SUMMARY: 
     This role will have accountability for delivering exemplary customer service through superior logistical management, execution and 
customer interactions. 
     DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  
     * Coordinate all aspects of global transactions including order and inventory management
      * Communicate daily with global suppliers, customers and freight providers
      * Provide operational support and service to internal sales team

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNT COORDINATOR
FOXBOROUGH INETEMPL
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      * Create budgets for transactions, including all costs associated with shipments
      * Issue Purchase and Sales Orders to applicable business partners
      * Ensure invoicing and documentation of all shipments is completed in a timely manner

 13960940  1
09/03/20

 40

SUMMARY: 
     This role will have accountability for delivering exemplary customer service through superior logistical management, execution and 
customer interactions. 
     DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES  
     * Coordinate all aspects of global transactions including order and inventory management
      * Communicate daily with global suppliers, customers and freight providers
      * Provide operational support and service to internal sales team
      * Create budgets for transactions, including all costs associated with shipments
      * Issue Purchase and Sales Orders to applicable business partners
      * Ensure invoicing and documentation of all shipments is completed in a timely manner

INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNT COORDINATOR
FOXBOROUGH INETEMPL

 13990712  1
09/14/20

 32

Do you like being outdoors? Do you like a job where every day is different? The Specialist role with TruGreen is an excellent opportunity 
for an energetic, self-motivated, and goal oriented individual.

Position Overview: 
Our Lawn Specialists provide service to residential or commercial customers by making timely lawn, landscape, and/or irrigation 
applications, diagnosing and correcting customer problems through service calls and other communications, and selling/up-selling 
services to new and existing customers, resulting in growth of our customer base. Specialists also provide customers with product and 
service information and resolve technical issues. Completing production reports, new sales forms, customer invoice forms, daily vehicle 
inspection report, and cancel/skip notices are some of the daily responsibilities required of our Lawn Specialists. Some positions may 
require a valid driver's license and/or appropriate state/local licensing.

LAWN SPECIALIST
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13980099  1
09/09/20

 40

GENERAL SUMMARY/ OVERVIEW STATEMENT: 
     Nursing at Brigham and Womens Hospital is known for their excellent clinical practice and for keeping patients and their families at 
the center of all they do. We understand that great care is shaped by relationships with patients and their families. Thats why were 
committed to knowing our patients on a deeper level not just as patients, but as individuals to ensure that they, and their families, feel  
known and cared for. 
     As BWH, we proudly work together with a spirit of inquiry and a deep commitment to providing the highest quality, 
evidence-informed and theory-guided care in an inclusive environment.  We work each day to achieve our vision to provide excellent 
care to patients and families, with the best staff, in the safest environment. 
     Just as we have been able to reinvent health care, we have also transformed health care careers. Whether measured in terms of lives 
saved, awards earned, or the personal satisfaction of stretching your talents a career with BWH is unlike any other in the health care 

LPN UROLOGY/ 40 HOURS-DAYS/ BWH 
FOXBORO FOXBORO INETEMPL

 13964955  1
09/04/20

 40

Overview 
Garelick Farms, a DFA company, is seeking a 2nd Shift Plant Maintenance Supervisor for our Franklin, MA location.

We offer competitive pay, comprehensive benefits and great growth opportunities. 

Shift: 2nd (3pm-11pm on rotating days)

Apply Today! 

MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
FRANKLIN INETEMPL
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 13968617  1
09/05/20

 40

WELCOME TO SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
Here, we believe there's not one path to success, we believe in careers that grow with you. Whoever you are or wherever you come 
from in the world, there's a place for you at Sherwin-Williams. We provide you with the opportunity to explore your curiosity and drive 
us forward. We'll give you the space to share your strengths and we want you to show us what you can do. You can innovate, grow and 
discover in a place where you can thrive and Let Your Colors Show!

Sherwin-Williams values the unique talents and abilities from all backgrounds and characteristics. All qualified individuals are 
encouraged to apply, including individuals with disabilities and Protected Veterans.

JOB DESCRIPTION:

MANAGEMENT & SALES SUMMER INTERNSHIP
SEEKONK INETEMPL

 13968620  1
09/05/20

 40

WELCOME TO SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
Here, we believe there's not one path to success, we believe in careers that grow with you. Whoever you are or wherever you come 
from in the world, there's a place for you at Sherwin-Williams. We provide you with the opportunity to explore your curiosity and drive 
us forward. We'll give you the space to share your strengths and we want you to show us what you can do. You can innovate, grow and 
discover in a place where you can thrive and Let Your Colors Show!

Sherwin-Williams values the unique talents and abilities from all backgrounds and characteristics. All qualified individuals are 
encouraged to apply, including individuals with disabilities and Protected Veterans.

JOB DESCRIPTION:

MANAGEMENT & SALES TRAINING PROGRAM
SEEKONK INETEMPL

 13986995  1
09/11/20

 40

In this position, you will be responsible for testing and certifying assemblies and instruments to meet quality standards.

Responsibilities
Perform mechanical and electrical assembly including wiring using drawings, schematics and procedures
Program standard instruments within the Value Stream
Look up, move, and issue materials to manufacturing orders.  Process manufacturing orders
Write NCMRs and disposition non-conforming parts to MRB.
Basic troubleshooting abilities with electromechanical assemblies
Active member of production cell. May require inventory and equipment management as related to the cells operations requirements

MANUFACTURING ASSEMBLER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13952446  1
09/01/20

 40  7:00 am  3:30 pm

Medium sized clean facility, in Franklin, MA, is hiring to fill manufacturing associate temp-to-perm positions.

This company offers internal promotions, good growth, and development, while offering a great work life balance without a lot of over 
time. There is a cafeteria that serves breakfast and lunch. 

JOB DESCRIPTION:
* Attention to detail
* Measuring experience preferred, but is open to training
* Measuring tool experience, such as micrometers and calipers, plus experience on small parts preferred

MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATE
FRANKLIN INETEMPL
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* Will eventually work in to machine operator roles 

 13964952  1
09/04/20

 40

The Receiver is responsible for pumping incoming raw milk or cream from tank trucks into storage tanks, document and record volume 
into inventory. 
* High Responsibility with quality and efficiency being the major concern. 
* Pump incoming milk from tank trucks to storage tank, and compute and record volume of milk received. 
* Weigh loaded truck on platform scale and records weight on log sheet. 
* Dip and pour sample of milk from vent hole of truck into bottle for laboratory analysis. 
* Take temperature of milk, and record data and temperature reading. 
* May perform antibiotic and other laboratory tests as required. 
* Transfer milk to tank, read milk*flow meter, and record volume pumped on record sheet. 
* Wash and sanitize interior and exterior of tank. 

MATERIAL (RAW MILK) RECEIVER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13964949  1
09/04/20

 32

Job Description & Requirements 
The Receiver is responsible for pumping incoming raw milk or cream from tank trucks into storage tanks, document and record volume 
into inventory. 

* High Responsibility with quality and efficiency being the major concern. 
* Pump incoming milk from tank trucks to storage tank, and compute and record volume of milk received. 
* Weigh loaded truck on platform scale and records weight on log sheet. 
* Dip and pour sample of milk from vent hole of truck into bottle for laboratory analysis. 
* Take temperature of milk, and record data and temperature reading. 
* May perform antibiotic and other laboratory tests as required. 

MATERIAL (RAW MILK) RECEIVER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13981492  1
09/10/20

 40

GENERAL SUMMARY/ OVERVIEW STATEMENT: 
     The Medical Assistant (MA) is an integral member of the healthcare team and is accountable for patient care as assigned by a 
licensed independent provider (LIP: MD, NP, PA), a Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN) or a Registered Nurse (RN). The MA participates in 
the direct and indirect care of patients, health maintenance, patient instruction, collaborative planning and rehabilitation within scope 
of practice and consistent with his/her education and training. The Medical Assistant may be present in secure medication storage 
areas and is allowed incidental access to medications. Developing relationships with patients, families and colleagues, the MA functions 
as an interdisciplinary team member who provides quality patient care and contributes toward the attainment of important goals for 
the patient, the practice and the organization. 
     PRINCIPAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
     Job duties and responsibilities may vary by department (see addendum A for more detail) 

MEDICAL ASSISTANT / 40HRS / DAY / PRIMAR
FOXBORO INETEMPL

 13983002  1
09/10/20

 40

GENERAL SUMMARY/ OVERVIEW STATEMENT: 
     The Medical Assistant (MA) is an integral member of the healthcare team and is accountable for patient care as assigned by a 
licensed independent provider (LIP: MD, NP, PA), a Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN) or a Registered Nurse (RN). The MA participates in 
the direct and indirect care of patients, health maintenance, patient instruction, collaborative planning and rehabilitation within scope 
of practice and consistent with his/her education and training. The Medical Assistant may be present in secure medication storage 
areas and is allowed incidental access to medications. Developing relationships with patients, families and colleagues, the MA functions 
as an interdisciplinary team member who provides quality patient care and contributes toward the attainment of important goals for 
the patient, the practice and the organization. 
     PRINCIPAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
     Job duties and responsibilities may vary by department (see addendum A for more detail) 

MEDICAL ASSISTANT / 40HRS / DAY / PRIMAR
FOXBORO INETEMPL
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 13960923  1
09/03/20

 1

General Summary: 
      The Medical /Practice Assistant (MA/PA) is an integral member of the healthcare team and is accountable for patient care as 
assigned by a licensed independent provider (LIP: MD, NP, PA), a Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN) or a Registered Nurse (RN) . The MA/PA 
participates in the direct and indirect care of patients, health maintenance, patient instruction, collaborative planning and 
rehabilitation as within scope of practice and consistent with his/her education and training. The Medical/Practice Assistant may be 
present in secure medication storage areas and is allowed incidental access to medications. Developing relationships with patients, 
families and colleagues, the MA functions as an interdisciplinary team member who provides quality patient care and contributes 
toward the attainment of important goals for the patient, the practice and the organization. Additionally, as part of the regular job 
duties, the MA/PA will provide administrative support to the practice responsible for multiple functions to ensure a smooth and 
seamless patient experience  

MEDICAL PRACTICE ASSISTANT / PER DIEM /
FOXBORO INETEMPL

 13968558  1
09/05/20

 40

     LeachGarner has a 1st shift opportunity for a Milling Machine Operator.
     In this role you will setup and operate a precision rolling mill to reduce a variety of heavy-duty metal stock to uniform/precise 
thickness specifications according to company/customer requirements, within the limitation of accepted practices.
     * Set up machines (calibration, cleaning, etc.) to start a production cycle
     * Control and adjust machine settings (e.g. speed)
     * Feed raw material, inspect parts with precision and measuring tools
     * Test operation of machines periodically
     * Fixes issues that might occur during the shift and maintains activity logs
     * Use various hand tools such as finish slitter machines, micrometers, calculator and related tools
     * Maintain necessary records and move materials as necessary in performance of duties

MILLING MACHINE OPERATOR
ATTLEBORO INETEMPL

 13979881  1
09/08/20

 40

Dean Bank has an exciting opportunity for growth and development in our Residential Mortgage environment.  We offer competitive 
salaries, as well as a full and generous benefit package with opportunity for professional career development.  We are problem solvers.  
We are neighbors.  It is our mission to make a lasting, positive impact within the communities that we live and work.  We focus on the 
success of our customers by providing outstanding products and services that exceed their expectations.   Please consider joining our 
team and expanding your future.

SUMMARY: Coordinates, prepares and schedules mortgage closings in conformance with established policies and procedures. 
Consistently provides outstanding and professional financial services. Exceeds customer expectations and expands financial 
relationships by actively selling and cross selling quality banking products and services to individual, family and business customers. 

MORTGAGE CLOSING COORDINATOR
FRANKLIN EFERN

 13979882  1
09/08/20

 40

Job Title: Mortgage Loan Processor

Department: Mortgage

Reports To: Loan Origination Officer

SUMMARY

Enters residential loan data into the Bank¿s computer system. Updates, assembles and verifies loan documents for accuracy. 
Consistently provides outstanding and professional financial services. Exceeds customer expectations and expands financial 

MORTGAGE LOAN PROCESSOR
FRANKLIN EFERN
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Currently seeking Packing Associate in the Franklin, MA area. This is a full time, temporary to permanent positon. The hours are 
6:30am-4:00pm Monday-Thursday and 6:30am-2:00pm on Friday. 

Responsibilities of the Packer: 
Assist in the packing of medical mobile carts
Prepare material for shipment 
General warehouse tasks 

Qualifications of  Packer: 
Minimum 1-2 years warehouse experience

PACKER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13983166  1
09/10/20

 40

Currently seeking Packing Associate in the Franklin, MA area. This is a full time, temporary to permanent positon. The hours are 
6:30am-4:00pm Monday-Thursday and 6:30am-2:00pm on Friday. 

Responsibilities of the Packer: 
Assist in the packing of medical mobile carts
Prepare material for shipment 
General warehouse tasks 

Qualifications of  Packer: 
Minimum 1-2 years warehouse experience

PACKER
FRANKLIN KTORR

 13965400  5
09/04/20

 29

Part Time Drivers : Start you day at home - No commute!  (Van stays at your home)
Drivers average up to 29 hours per week.

We help you Obtain / Maintain a valid 7D license (Must be at least 21 years of age to qualify for 7D license).
Paid classroom and on-the-job training provided.

PART TIME DRIVERS
WRENTHAM TSHOR

 13965410  5
09/04/20

 29

Part Time Monitors.  Average up to 29 hours per week.

PART TIME MONITORS
WRENTHAM TSHOR

 13987102  1
09/11/20

 25

Currently seeking a part time Office Clerk for a position in Norton, MA. This is a temporary to possible permanent position offering 
flexible hours. This position will begin as part time and possibly transition into a full time role.

RESPONSIBILITIES: 
Generating invoices and account statement
Maintain accounts receivable files and records
Investigating and resolving any irregularities or enquiries
Daily invoicing and filing 
Making check/cash deposits
General office duties as assigned

PART TIME OFFICE CLERK
NORTON INETEMPL
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Retail Merchandiser
The Retail Merchandiser is a part-time position that performs service work in the Hallmark department in various retail stores such as 
grocery stores, drug stores, department stores and mass retailers. These positions do not service Hallmark Card Shops.

 

To view the Retail Merchandiser Career Profile video: Click Here

 

PART TIME RETAIL MERCHANDISER
SEEKONK INETEMPL

 13956131  1
09/02/20

 20

At Famous Footwear, we believe everyone deserves to feel a little famous. To us, famous isn t about standing out in the crowd. It s 
about feeling good where you stand right now.
We understand the joy new shoes can bring and can t wait to share that feeling with each and every customer.
Our Assistant Sales Managers are:
      - Passionate about meeting sales goals and take pride in their work
      - Friendly, outgoing and ready to make each customer s day better by helping find the perfect pairs
      - Excited to create exceptional shopping experiences, make our stores look great and display our top name brands
      - Invested in developing a famously successful sales team
      - Driven to execute Famous Footwear s brand and operational standards
Apply today to join our mission of making everyone feel a little famous!

PART-TIME ASSISTANT SALES MANAGER -
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13987036  1
09/11/20

 20

At Famous Footwear, we believe everyone deserves to feel a little famous. To us, famous isn t about standing out in the crowd. It s 
about feeling good where you stand right now.
Our associates understand the joy new shoes can bring and can t wait to share that feeling with each and every customer.
Our Sales Associates are:
      - Passionate about meeting sales goals and take pride in their work
      - Friendly, outgoing and ready to make each customer s day better by helping find the perfect pairs
      - Excited to create exceptional shopping experiences, make our stores look great and display our top name brands
Apply today to join our mission of making everyone feel a little famous!
Famous Footwear is a retail division of Caleres, a $2.8 billion footwear company with a diverse portfolio of global footwear brands, 
which fit people s lives. We offer competitive pay, career advancement opportunities and a 30% shoe discount.

PART-TIME SALES ASSOCIATE -
SEEKONK INETEMPL

 13987286  1
09/11/20

 20

At Famous Footwear, we believe everyone deserves to feel a little famous. To us, famous isn t about standing out in the crowd. It s 
about feeling good where you stand right now.
Our associates understand the joy new shoes can bring and can t wait to share that feeling with each and every customer.
Our Sales Associates are:
      - Passionate about meeting sales goals and take pride in their work
      - Friendly, outgoing and ready to make each customer s day better by helping find the perfect pairs
      - Excited to create exceptional shopping experiences, make our stores look great and display our top name brands
Apply today to join our mission of making everyone feel a little famous!
Famous Footwear is a retail division of Caleres, a $2.8 billion footwear company with a diverse portfolio of global footwear brands, 
which fit people s lives. We offer competitive pay, career advancement opportunities and a 30% shoe discount.

PART-TIME SALES ASSOCIATE -
WRENTHAM INETEMPL
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 32

Job Title: Part-Time Sales Associate - Champion - Wrentham, Massachusetts

Overview 
Under the direction of the management team, Sales Associates work in a branded retail business that provides excellent service and 
standards, and America's best brands in intimate apparel, as well as our iconic Champion and Hanes activewear lines. Sales Associates 
bring life to our Vision: 

"To create memorable experiences in every store, every day resulting in sales excellence." 

To create this experience, Sales Associates must follow HanesBrands Engaging Sales Steps: 

PART-TIME SALES ASSOCIATE - CHAMPION - W
WRENTHAM INETEMPL

 13952152  1
09/01/20

 40

Job Description & Requirements 
* The Pasteurizer is responsible for ensuring that all know pathogens are pasteurized and product is homogenized. 
* Run and maintain pasteurizer and other related equipment within dairy production environment. 
* High responsibility - Responsible for quality, food safety and product specifications. 
* Closely monitor the dairy production process and follow Standard Operating Procedures for batching and processing products. 
* Accurately prepare & maintain all area paperwork. 
* Monitor fats, total solids, allergen, cryoscope and other related items as they associate with processing dairy products. 
* Troubleshoot and resolve basic to moderate operating difficulties 
* Verify all charts including frequency pen, cut in/cut out temperatures and product recording temperatures. 
* Maintain sanitation of equipment including CIP & hand cleaning 

PASTEURIZER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13982765  1
09/10/20

 40

Compassionate care, uncompromising service and clinical excellence – that’s what our patients have come to expect from our clinicians. 
Kindred at Home, a division of Kindred Healthcare Inc., is the nation’s leading provider of comprehensive home health, hospice, and 
non-medical home care services.

Kindred at Home, and its affiliates, delivers compassionate, high-quality care to patients and clients in their homes or places of 
residence, including non-medical personal assistance, skilled nursing and rehabilitation and hospice and palliative care. Our caregivers 
focus on each unique patient to deliver the appropriate care and emotional support to our patients and their families.

I believe in working for a company that cares as much as I do.
We offer a unique employment package that includes:

PER DIEM HOME HEALTH MEDICAL SOCIAL 
WORK ATTLEBORO INETEMPL

 13986929  1
09/11/20

 40

Go the extra mile.  Patients and Physicians rely on our diagnostic testing, information and services to help them make better healthcare 
decisions. These are often serious decisions with far reaching consequences, and require sensitivity, tact and a clear dedication to 
service. It's about providing clarity and hope.
In Patient Services you will work for the world leader in the industry, with a career where you can expand your skills and knowledge. 
You'll have a role where you can act with professionalism, you can inspire colleagues, and you can care about the work we do and the 
people we serve.
At Quest, Patient Service roles are tremendously important - it is a patient-focused role where it is essential to remember that there is a 
life and person behind every test tube. Your skills are critical, as is your ability to work with the patients. The role is varied and offers a 
developing career in Phlebotomy due to the scale and reach of Quest. You can grow and improve your skills in a fast-moving, supportive 
team environment. Most importantly, you can help us make a real difference.

PHLEBOTOMIST II - WRENTHAM, MA 
REQ50636 WRENTHAM INETEMPL
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Overview 
Garelick Farms, a DFA company, is seeking a Plant Maintenance Mechanic for our Franklin, MA location. We offer competitive pay, 
comprehensive benefits and great growth opportunities. 

Shift: 2nd - 3 pm - 11 pm - Rotating Days

Job Description & Requirements 

The Plant Maintenance Mechanic is responsible for the care and maintenance of all property and production assets in a safe, sanitary 
and efficient condition. The Maintenance Mechanic is responsible for staying up to date on new products, equipment, technology and 

PLANT MAINTENANCE MECHANIC
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13960851  1
09/03/20

 40

Overview 
Garelick Farms, a DFA company, is seeking a Plant Maintenance Mechanic for our Franklin, MA location. We offer competitive pay, 
comprehensive benefits and great growth opportunities. 

Shift: 2nd - 3 pm - 11 pm - Rotating Days

Job Description & Requirements 

The Plant Maintenance Mechanic is responsible for the care and maintenance of all property and production assets in a safe, sanitary 
and efficient condition. The Maintenance Mechanic is responsible for staying up to date on new products, equipment, technology and 

PLANT MAINTENANCE MECHANIC
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13981153  2
09/09/20

 40

Currently seeking a Powder Coater for a full-time temporary to permanent position in Franklin, MA. You will be working in a state of the 
art super clean facility that is proud to provide great jobs right here at home. The Hours are 2:30pm - 1:00am Monday-Thursday.

Responsibilities of Powder Production Worker:
-Apply powder paint to component parts evenly and consistently
-Check for proper cure
-Compare color and texture to master chip
-Determine best methods of correction
-Other duties as required

POWDER COATER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13983169  2
09/10/20

 40

Currently seeking a Powder Coater for a full-time temporary to permanent position in Franklin, MA. You will be working in a state of the 
art super clean facility that is proud to provide great jobs right here at home. The Hours are 2:30pm - 1:00am Monday-Thursday.

Responsibilities of Powder Production Worker:
-Apply powder paint to component parts evenly and consistently
-Check for proper cure
-Compare color and texture to master chip
-Determine best methods of correction
-Other duties as required

POWDER COATER
FRANKLIN KTORR
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 13990612  1

09/12/20
 20

DEPARTMENT DESCRIPTION: Beth Israel Deaconess HealthCare-Sharon provides personalized, comprehensive care for patients aged 18 
and older.
JOB LOCATION: Sharon, MA
REQ ID: 35793BR
JOB SUMMARY: Reports to (one of the following): Practice Manager or Ambulatory Practice Coordinator with input from assigned 
physician, nurses or other health care providers. Responsible for delivering the highest quality service to patients while contributing to 
the smooth functioning of practice operations.
ESSENTIAL RESPONSIBILITIES: 
     * Greets patients and visitors in a manner that demonstrates courtesy, service, respect and privacy. Serves as a central 
communication source in the delivery of patient care by being responsive, accessible and visible. Provides accurate information, 

PRACTICE ASSISTANT
SHARON INETEMPL

 13980014  1
09/09/20

 20

Performs all secretarial and receptionist functions necessary for the complete and efficient management of patients through the  
facility, including the acquisition of necessary patient-care and records. Using the Department's  service expectation standards for 
greeting and appropriate telephone etiquette, answers all incoming telephone lines in a timely fashion. Adheres to divisional and 
departmental service standards related to telephone access to ensure that patients, referring physicians, and other customers can 
easily access the Practice by telephone. As centralized Department of Radiology staff you will be cross trained within all Dept. of 
Radiology areas, as needed. 
      High school diploma or GED required, post-high school education preferred. 
      Minimum one year of applicable work experience required.  
      Additional training in office systems preferred.  
     SKILLS/ ABILITIES/ COMPETENCIES REQUIRED:  

PRACTICE ASSISTANT II/ 20 HOURS WEEKEND
FOXBORO INETEMPL

 13940868  1
08/30/20

 20

DEPARTMENT DESCRIPTION: Beth Israel Deaconess HealthCare-Sharon provides personalized, comprehensive care for patients aged 18 
and older.
JOB LOCATION: Sharon, MA
REQ ID: 35660BR
JOB SUMMARY: Reports to (one of the following): Practice Manager or Ambulatory Practice Coordinator with input from assigned 
physician, nurses or other health care providers. Responsible for delivering the highest quality service to patients while contributing to 
the smooth functioning of practice operations.
ESSENTIAL RESPONSIBILITIES: 
     * Greets patients and visitors in a manner that demonstrates courtesy, service, respect and privacy. Serves as a central 
communication source in the delivery of patient care by being responsive, accessible and visible. Provides accurate information, 

PRACTICE ASSISTANT -PART TIME WITH BENEF
SHARON INETEMPL

 13981003  1
09/09/20

 40

Currently seeking qualified Press Brake Operators in the Franklin, MA area. All shifts available! These are temporary to permanent 
positions. 

Operates forming machines (press brakes) used to bend metal of various sizes into configurations needed for product.
• Must be able to accurately fed metal parts into the press brake machine 
• Metal must be formed in the correct dimensions and to proper tolerances
• Ability to make adjustments to machine setups
• Possess knowledge to  know when a machine in out of tolerance
• Ability to utilize precision measuring devices
• Knowledge to perform inspection of formed parts

PRESS BRAKE OPERATOR
FRANKLIN INETEMPL
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Currently seeking qualified Press Brake Operators in the Franklin, MA area. All shifts available! These are temporary to permanent 
positions. 

Operates forming machines (press brakes) used to bend metal of various sizes into configurations needed for product.
¿ Must be able to accurately fed metal parts into the press brake machine 
¿ Metal must be formed in the correct dimensions and to proper tolerances
¿ Ability to make adjustments to machine setups
¿ Possess knowledge to  know when a machine in out of tolerance
¿ Ability to utilize precision measuring devices
¿ Knowledge to perform inspection of formed parts

PRESS BRAKE OPERATOR
FRANKLIN KTORR

 13948820  2
08/31/20

 20  3:00 pm  8:00 pm

POSITION TITLE:  PRODUCE CLERK

SUMMARY OF ROLE:  Exceed our customers’ evolving expectations by preparing the freshest quality product while providing World 
Class customer service and a pleasant and rewarding shopping experience.  Our produce clerk is responsible for supporting the produce 
and floral areas.

REQUIREMENTS:
1. Ability to represent A Culture of Caring and The Pursuit of Excellence¿ through Big Y’s Firm Foundations¿ (Character, Collaboration, 
Personal Development, Actions & Results).
2. Ability to demonstrate a passion for food through interactive sales techniques. 

PRODUCE CLERK
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13961036  1
09/03/20

 40

     The Purchasing Manager is responsible for the development and implementation of commodity strategy plans, and the management 
of supplier relationships to purchase MRO, raw materials, subcontracted finished goods, logistics and services for a global multi-site 
precious metal supplier. In this role you will be responsible for all purchasing, negotiating logistics, and managing Shipping and 
Receiving. 
     Key Responsibilities: 
     * Lead the procurement group in all phases implementing strategy and policies
     * Manage vendor relationships and assist in building effective partnerships
     * Negotiate contracts and formulates policies, account and credit terms with suppliers and brokers to insure competitive pricing in 
the best interest of the corporation
     * Develop efficiency metrics to ensure adequate resources to pick and ship product at minimal cost without sacrificing customer 

PURCHASING MANAGER
ATTLEBORO INETEMPL

 13981097  1
09/09/20

 40

Job Description:
Lead new product development to deliver safe and effective medical device products to the market by ensuring all aspects of design 
controls are robust and comply with company polices and international medical device quality regulations including EU MDR, 21 CFR 
820, ISO 13485, RDC 16/2013.

Oversee medical device design verification/validation, DHF tracking, and product release authorization procedures. Act as subject 
matter expert for technical design reviews with responsibility for compiling and presenting the quality data to key 
stakeholders/leadership during technical design reviews.

Prepare regulatory submissions and support sustaining quality with defending design control elements during internal and external 

QUALITY ENGINEER II
MANSFIELD INETEMPL
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GENERAL SUMMARY/ OVERVIEW STATEMENT: 
     Under the direction and supervision of a technical supervisor, incumbent performs radiographic procedures in the respective 
sections. Performs a variety of technical procedures that require independent judgment, with ingenuity and initiative in applying 
ionizing radiation for radiographic diagnosis. Staff will be required to float among radiology clinics associated with BWH as needed. 
These sites are, but not limited to: 75 Francis Street Boston MA.,850 Boylston Street ,Chestnut Hill Ma, and 20 Patriot Place 
Foxborough, Ma. 
     PRINCIPAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 
     1. Performs duties such as transporting, transferring, immobilizing and positioning  patients. 
     2. Calculates and selects proper technical factors, operates all equipment as required, acquires and processes Images, properly 
identifies images with patient I.D. and appropriate markers in order to obtain quality diagnostic images. 

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST 1/ 
40HRS/ROTATIN FOXBORO INETEMPL

 13960885  1
09/03/20

 40

Per Diem RN, Registered Nurse

BAYADA Home Health has an immediate opening for a per diem RN, Registered Nurse to perform home health visits for our office in 
Dedham.  This office provides exceptional home health services to adult and geriatric clients in Mansfield, Attleboro, Easton and 
surrounding towns.  One year prior clinical experience as a licensed RN is required.

BAYADA has a special purpose: to help people of all ages have a safe home life with comfort, independence, and dignity. We believe our 
clients and their families deserve the highest quality home health care delivered with compassion, excellence, and reliability - our core 
values, affording them the opportunity to remain at home and receive the medical care required.

REGISTERED NURSE (RN) - HOME HEALTH - PE
ATTLEBORO INETEMPL

 13961383  1
09/03/20

 40

Responsibilities:

    Support new product development and modifications projects to establish and integrate regulatory submission strategies into project 
activities.
    Regulatory Subject Matter Expert for the assigned projects and for applicable manufacturing sites, regarding design, development, 
validation, commercialization of products throughout the product life cycle.
    Prepare submissions (ie., Premarket Approvals: US Class III (PMA) and 510(k), CE marking Applications, Technical documentation, etc.) 
to obtain domestic filings, European regulatory approvals, and maintain existing approvals through periodic reporting, 
supplements/notices, Letters to File, renewals, change notifications, etc.
    In collaboration with International Regulatory Affairs, determine applicable registration requirements and assist with STED 

REGULATORY MANAGER - PMA, MEDICAL 
DEVICE MANSFIELD INETEMPL

 13949254  3
09/01/20

 40

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - ATTLEBORO
            Attleboro, MA, USA Req #3350 
            Monday, August 31, 2020 
     Join our team and see what it means to truly BE aMAYzing
      Are you interested in working adults with autism and developmental disabilities*    
      If so, MAY INSTITUTE wants you! 
      May Institute is an award-winning nonprofit organization that provides educational, rehabilitative, and behavioral healthcare 
services to individuals with autism spectrum disorder and other developmental disabilities, brain injury, and behavioral health needs. 
      We are seeking compassionate DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS/RESIDENTIAL COUNSELORS to work directly with these individuals 
in one of our residential programs in Attleboro, MA. 

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - ATTLEBORO
ATTLEBORO INETEMPL
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RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
            Easton, MA, USA Req #3355 
            Monday, August 31, 2020 
     Join our team and see what it means to truly BE aMAYzing
     Are you interested in working with adults with autism and developmental disabilities*  
      If so, MAY INSTITUTE wants you! 
      May Institute is an award-winning nonprofit organization that provides educational, rehabilitative, and behavioral healthcare 
services to individuals with autism spectrum disorder and other developmental disabilities, brain injury, and behavioral health needs. 
      We are seeking compassionate DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS to work directly with these individuals in one of our residential 
programs in Easton, MA.

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
EASTON INETEMPL

 13961273  3
09/03/20

 40

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
            Easton, MA, USA Req #3355 
            Monday, August 31, 2020 
     Join our team and see what it means to truly BE aMAYzing
     Are you interested in working with adults with autism and developmental disabilities*  
      If so, MAY INSTITUTE wants you! 
      May Institute is an award-winning nonprofit organization that provides educational, rehabilitative, and behavioral healthcare 
services to individuals with autism spectrum disorder and other developmental disabilities, brain injury, and behavioral health needs. 
      We are seeking compassionate DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS to work directly with these individuals in one of our residential 
programs in Easton, MA.

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
EASTON INETEMPL

 13990358  3
09/12/20

 40

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
            Easton, MA, USA Req #3355 
            Friday, September 11, 2020 
     Join our team and see what it means to truly BE aMAYzing
     Are you interested in working with adults with autism and developmental disabilities*  
      If so, MAY INSTITUTE wants you! 
      May Institute is an award-winning nonprofit organization that provides educational, rehabilitative, and behavioral healthcare 
services to individuals with autism spectrum disorder and other developmental disabilities, brain injury, and behavioral health needs. 
      We are seeking compassionate DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS to work directly with these individuals in one of our residential 
programs in Easton, MA.

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
EASTON INETEMPL

 13949304  3
09/01/20

 40

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
            Easton, MA, USA Req #3355 
            Monday, August 31, 2020 
     Join our team and see what it means to truly BE aMAYzing
     Are you interested in working with adults with autism and developmental disabilities*  
      If so, MAY INSTITUTE wants you! 
      May Institute is an award-winning nonprofit organization that provides educational, rehabilitative, and behavioral healthcare 
services to individuals with autism spectrum disorder and other developmental disabilities, brain injury, and behavioral health needs. 
      We are seeking compassionate DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS to work directly with these individuals in one of our residential 
programs in Easton, MA.

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
EASTON INETEMPL
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RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
            Easton, MA, USA Req #3355 
            Friday, September 4, 2020 
     Join our team and see what it means to truly BE aMAYzing
     Are you interested in working with adults with autism and developmental disabilities*  
      If so, MAY INSTITUTE wants you! 
      May Institute is an award-winning nonprofit organization that provides educational, rehabilitative, and behavioral healthcare 
services to individuals with autism spectrum disorder and other developmental disabilities, brain injury, and behavioral health needs. 
      We are seeking compassionate DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS to work directly with these individuals in one of our residential 
programs in Easton, MA.

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
EASTON INETEMPL

 13952323  3
09/01/20

 40

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
            Easton, MA, USA Req #3355 
            Monday, August 31, 2020 
     Join our team and see what it means to truly BE aMAYzing
     Are you interested in working with adults with autism and developmental disabilities*  
      If so, MAY INSTITUTE wants you! 
      May Institute is an award-winning nonprofit organization that provides educational, rehabilitative, and behavioral healthcare 
services to individuals with autism spectrum disorder and other developmental disabilities, brain injury, and behavioral health needs. 
      We are seeking compassionate DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS to work directly with these individuals in one of our residential 
programs in Easton, MA.

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
EASTON INETEMPL

 13956796  3
09/02/20

 40

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
            Easton, MA, USA Req #3355 
            Monday, August 31, 2020 
     Join our team and see what it means to truly BE aMAYzing
     Are you interested in working with adults with autism and developmental disabilities*  
      If so, MAY INSTITUTE wants you! 
      May Institute is an award-winning nonprofit organization that provides educational, rehabilitative, and behavioral healthcare 
services to individuals with autism spectrum disorder and other developmental disabilities, brain injury, and behavioral health needs. 
      We are seeking compassionate DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS to work directly with these individuals in one of our residential 
programs in Easton, MA.

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
EASTON INETEMPL

 13981018  3
09/09/20

 40

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
            Easton, MA, USA Req #3355 
            Friday, September 4, 2020 
     Join our team and see what it means to truly BE aMAYzing
     Are you interested in working with adults with autism and developmental disabilities*  
      If so, MAY INSTITUTE wants you! 
      May Institute is an award-winning nonprofit organization that provides educational, rehabilitative, and behavioral healthcare 
services to individuals with autism spectrum disorder and other developmental disabilities, brain injury, and behavioral health needs. 
      We are seeking compassionate DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS to work directly with these individuals in one of our residential 
programs in Easton, MA.

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
EASTON INETEMPL
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RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
            Easton, MA, USA Req #3355 
            Friday, September 4, 2020 
     Join our team and see what it means to truly BE aMAYzing
     Are you interested in working with adults with autism and developmental disabilities*  
      If so, MAY INSTITUTE wants you! 
      May Institute is an award-winning nonprofit organization that provides educational, rehabilitative, and behavioral healthcare 
services to individuals with autism spectrum disorder and other developmental disabilities, brain injury, and behavioral health needs. 
      We are seeking compassionate DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS to work directly with these individuals in one of our residential 
programs in Easton, MA.

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
EASTON INETEMPL

 13968628  3
09/05/20

 40

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
            Easton, MA, USA Req #3355 
            Friday, September 4, 2020 
     Join our team and see what it means to truly BE aMAYzing
     Are you interested in working with adults with autism and developmental disabilities*  
      If so, MAY INSTITUTE wants you! 
      May Institute is an award-winning nonprofit organization that provides educational, rehabilitative, and behavioral healthcare 
services to individuals with autism spectrum disorder and other developmental disabilities, brain injury, and behavioral health needs. 
      We are seeking compassionate DIRECT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS to work directly with these individuals in one of our residential 
programs in Easton, MA.

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR - EASTON
EASTON INETEMPL

 13964878  1
09/04/20

 40

Community Resources for Justice

Residential Counselor (Direct Care)

US-MA-Franklin

Job ID: 2020-4807
Type: regular full-time or part-time (Recuiter use only)
# of Openings: 1

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR (DIRECT CARE)
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13964879  1
09/04/20

 40

Community Resources for Justice

Residential Counselor (Direct Care)

US-MA-Wrentham

Job ID: 2020-4811
Type: regular full-time or part-time (Recuiter use only)
# of Openings: 1

RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR (DIRECT CARE)
WRENTHAM INETEMPL
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At adidas we have been challenging the status quo for 70 years and we're not done yet.
We are calling all Store Associates who don't accept what "was" or what "is," but those who want to create what will be, and who share 
our desire to make a difference.  We believe sport has the power to change lives.  To bring this mission to life we foster a culture 
centered on creativity, confidence, and collaboration, and while we will never rest on our laurels, we are humbled that this has allowed 
us to be recognized as one of the "world's most attractive employers."
We also understand that the future runs on diverse and fresh perspectives.  True to this spirit, we believe in assembling talented teams 
from far and wide and unite by a common goal: to change the world through sport.
We could list tired, old bullet points about Store Associate tasks but we're confident you already know that. Here's a bit about the kind 
of Store Associates we are looking for:
Creators- If you want to build a tomorrow better than the day that came before, you're a creator.  Creators find inspiration in unlikely 

RETAIL STORE ASSOCIATE - WRENTHAM 
VILLAG WRENTHAM INETEMPL

 13952449  1
09/01/20

 40  7:00 am  3:00 pm

High energy workers are needed for Ride on Pallet Jack positions in a very fast paced work environment.

JOB DESCRIPTION:
* Freezer warehouse picker- in a -20 degree environment for entire shift. 
* Entire warehouse is a freezer environment - be prepared for the cold! 
* Freezer suits are provided but can still be chilly

REQUIREMENTS: 
* Must have Experience with Ride On Pallet Jack!
* Lift 50 lbs repetitively 

RIDE ON PALLET JACK
NORTON INETEMPL

 13952453  2
09/01/20

 40

REQUIREMENTS:
* Ride On Pallet Jack experience
*  RF Scan Gun experience

DAYS/HOURS:
* 2nd shift
* Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri: 3pm-11:30pm mon, tue, wed, fri and Saturday 10am - 5pm
* Days off: Thurs / Sun

RIDE ON PALLET JACK
MANSFIELD INETEMPL

 13981283  1
09/09/20

 35

Summary of Position:  Under the supervision and direction of the School?s Out Site Director, the School Age Assistant Group Leader is 
responsible for assisting the Group Leaders in the organization, supervision and evaluation of the School?s Out Program.
 
Essential Duties and Responsibilities: 
· Assist group leaders as needed with all aspects of daily schedule as follows:
o Snack and Lunch (assist with preparation and cleanup)
o Daily programming/activities
o set up/clean-up of daily program space
· Provide supervision and guidance to children during after school hours.
· Be aware and follow all health policies

SCHOOL AGE CHILD CARE- ASST. GROUP LEAD
NORTH ATTLEBORO KTORR
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Summary of Position:  Under the supervision and direction of the School?s Out Site Director, the School Age Assistant Group Leader is 
responsible for assisting the Group Leaders in the organization, supervision and evaluation of the School?s Out Program.
 
Essential Duties and Responsibilities: 
· Assist group leaders as needed with all aspects of daily schedule as follows:
o Snack and Lunch (assist with preparation and cleanup)
o Daily programming/activities
o set up/clean-up of daily program space
· Provide supervision and guidance to children during after school hours.
· Be aware and follow all health policies

SCHOOL AGE CHILD CARE- ASST. GROUP LEAD
NORTH ATTLEBORO SMARS1

 13981284  1
09/09/20

 35

GENERAL FUNCTION: 
Under the supervision and direction of the School?s Out Site Coordinator/Director, the School Age Group Leader is responsible for the 
curriculum, daily attendance, implementation of daily routine and the supervision and guidance of children. 

KNOW HOW AND CHARACTERISTICS:
Possess the ability and temperament to work in a busy, changing work environment and effectively handle and complete multiple 
duties and assignments.  Exhibit a proven work ethic, communication, organization, and group work skills. Show commitment, 
dedication, and ability to communicate mission, goals and purpose of the YMCA and the School?s Out operational goals. 
Meet EEC guidelines for Group Leader
At least three months experience working with school age youth in a structured setting

SCHOOL AGE CHILD CARE- GROUP LEADER
NORTH ATTLEBORO KTORR

 13965068  1
09/04/20

 35

GENERAL FUNCTION: 
Under the supervision and direction of the School?s Out Site Coordinator/Director, the School Age Group Leader is responsible for the 
curriculum, daily attendance, implementation of daily routine and the supervision and guidance of children. 

KNOW HOW AND CHARACTERISTICS:
Possess the ability and temperament to work in a busy, changing work environment and effectively handle and complete multiple 
duties and assignments.  Exhibit a proven work ethic, communication, organization, and group work skills. Show commitment, 
dedication, and ability to communicate mission, goals and purpose of the YMCA and the School?s Out operational goals. 
Meet EEC guidelines for Group Leader
At least three months experience working with school age youth in a structured setting

SCHOOL AGE CHILD CARE- GROUP LEADER
NORTH ATTLEBORO SMARS1

 13981287  1
09/09/20

 40

Position Title: Site Coordinator 40 hours week
Supervisor: Ashley Kepaa, Multi-Site Director 

General Requirements:
The Site Coordinator is responsible for all aspects of planning, organization and supervising the School-Age Child Before and After 
School Programs. The daily operations are to be consistent with the approved policies and procedures of the Association, YMCA of the 
USA and DEEC regulations. 

Qualification Requirements:  

SCHOOL AGE CHILD CARE- SITE COORDINATOR
NORTH ATTLEBORO KTORR
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Position Title: Site Coordinator 40 hours week
Supervisor: Ashley Kepaa, Multi-Site Director 

General Requirements:
The Site Coordinator is responsible for all aspects of planning, organization and supervising the School-Age Child Before and After 
School Programs. The daily operations are to be consistent with the approved policies and procedures of the Association, YMCA of the 
USA and DEEC regulations. 

Qualification Requirements:  

SCHOOL AGE CHILD CARE- SITE COORDINATOR
NORTH ATTLEBORO SMARS1

 13981286  1
09/09/20

 35

GENERAL FUNCTION: 
Under the supervision and direction of the School?s Out Site Coordinator/Director, the School Age Senior Group Leader is responsible 
for the curriculum, daily attendance, implementation of daily routine and the supervision and guidance of children in addition to the 
leadership of Assistant Group Leaders and Group Leaders. The School Age Senior Group Leader will be required to step into the role of a 
Site Coordinator should they be unavailable or absent. 

KNOW HOW AND CHARACTERISTICS:
Possess the ability and temperament to work in a busy, changing work environment and effectively handle and complete multiple 
duties and assignments.  Exhibit a proven work ethic, communication, organization, and group work skills. Show commitment, 
dedication, and ability to communicate mission, goals and purpose of the YMCA and the School?s Out operational goals. 

SCHOOL AGE CHILD CARE- SR. GROUP LEADER
NORTH ATTLEBORO KTORR

 13965072  1
09/04/20

 35

GENERAL FUNCTION: 
Under the supervision and direction of the School?s Out Site Coordinator/Director, the School Age Senior Group Leader is responsible 
for the curriculum, daily attendance, implementation of daily routine and the supervision and guidance of children in addition to the 
leadership of Assistant Group Leaders and Group Leaders. The School Age Senior Group Leader will be required to step into the role of a 
Site Coordinator should they be unavailable or absent. 

KNOW HOW AND CHARACTERISTICS:
Possess the ability and temperament to work in a busy, changing work environment and effectively handle and complete multiple 
duties and assignments.  Exhibit a proven work ethic, communication, organization, and group work skills. Show commitment, 
dedication, and ability to communicate mission, goals and purpose of the YMCA and the School?s Out operational goals. 

SCHOOL AGE CHILD CARE- SR. GROUP LEADER
NORTH ATTLEBORO SMARS1

 13983071  4
09/10/20

 40

Security Officer - Foxboro, MA-NMS01114
Description
 
About NMS
Built on a culture of safety and integrity, NMS delivers award-winning, integrated support services to a variety of clients in food service, 
facilities management, camp services, security and hotel management in Alaska and the continental U.S. We are proud to serve not 
only our original oilfield clients, but also clients from federal, state and local governments, corporate facilities, healthcare institutions, 
schools and universities, manufacturing centers, and the transportation and telecommunications industry. Our clients have peace of 
mind knowing we are committed to delivering best-in-class service, and we bring creativity, technology and experience to every project. 
Our mission is to provide management and support services at a level of quality, value, safety and expertise beyond our clients? 

SECURITY OFFICER - FULL TIME
FOXBORO TSHOR
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Security Officer - Foxboro, MA-NMS01114
Description
 
About NMS
Built on a culture of safety and integrity, NMS delivers award-winning, integrated support services to a variety of clients in food service, 
facilities management, camp services, security and hotel management in Alaska and the continental U.S. We are proud to serve not 
only our original oilfield clients, but also clients from federal, state and local governments, corporate facilities, healthcare institutions, 
schools and universities, manufacturing centers, and the transportation and telecommunications industry. Our clients have peace of 
mind knowing we are committed to delivering best-in-class service, and we bring creativity, technology and experience to every project. 
Our mission is to provide management and support services at a level of quality, value, safety and expertise beyond our clients? 

SECURITY OFFICER - ON CALL
FOXBORO TSHOR

 13983073  4
09/10/20

 25

Security Officer - Foxboro, MA-NMS01114
Description
 
About NMS
Built on a culture of safety and integrity, NMS delivers award-winning, integrated support services to a variety of clients in food service, 
facilities management, camp services, security and hotel management in Alaska and the continental U.S. We are proud to serve not 
only our original oilfield clients, but also clients from federal, state and local governments, corporate facilities, healthcare institutions, 
schools and universities, manufacturing centers, and the transportation and telecommunications industry. Our clients have peace of 
mind knowing we are committed to delivering best-in-class service, and we bring creativity, technology and experience to every project. 
Our mission is to provide management and support services at a level of quality, value, safety and expertise beyond our clients? 

SECURITY OFFICER - PART TIME
FOXBORO TSHOR

 13961343  1
09/03/20

 40

Newport, now part of MKS Instruments, is the world s largest photonics company providing innovative solutions and industry-leading 
product brands to multiple markets. Our combined product portfolio includes Corion , ILX Lightwave , New Focus , Ophir, Oriel  
Instruments, Richardson Gratings , and Spectra-Physics  Lasers. We provide complete photonic solutions to make, manage and measure 
light. 
     Under the general supervision of the Purchasing Manager this position will purchase, plan and schedule materials both domestic and 
international to support production requirements while managing critical supplier relationships  
     Primary Responsibilities: 
              Tactical- 
     * Forecasts, plans and purchases materials for specific commodities, as assigned.
      * Executes all procurement activity utilizing MRP and other methods to ensure that material is delivered on schedule, at the 

SENIOR BUYER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13961349  1
09/03/20

 40  9:00 am  5:00 pm

Senior Lifecycle Engineer Job Opening

(Electrical engineer, level 2, 17-2071)

Job Description:

• Ensure all contractual agreements for the installed base are in accordance with best engineering practices;  
• Provide engineering services on RS3, PROVOX and DeltaV systems by working with the installed base to insure maximum system 
dependability and optimal performance of all programs and processes;  
• Maintain all certification levels and meet any training requirements necessary to perform duties as an Emerson certified service 

SENIOR LIFECYCLE ENGINEER
MANSFIELD INETEMPL
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Toshiba America Business Solutions, a leader in digital technology, is seeking a Senior Outside Sales Account Executive, supporting the 
New England marketplace. Toshiba is an industry leader in equipment, digital displays, document security, and software solutions that 
keep businesses running brilliantly and efficiently. 
     Our people bring creative, real-world solutions for our client's print management needs; we help cut costs, secure documents, and 
reduce the environmental footprint. We are a growing, dynamic organization that has a need for people who are driven to contribute 
their professional best. 
     Summary: Toshiba America Business Solutions' Senior Outside Sales Account Executives are business-to-business sales professionals 
responsible for selling Toshiba's full line of office solutions including high-speed digital copiers/printers, full-color copiers/printers, 
software (Document Capture, Document Management Services, Document Delivery, and Digital Signage) and other non-Toshiba 
products in a complex territory. 

SENIOR OUTSIDE SALES ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
FOXBOROUGH INETEMPL

 13987319  1
09/11/20

 40

WHO IS INTERACTIONS*
     Interactions, LLC is the world s largest independent AI company. We operate at the intersection of customer experience and AI   two 
of today s most innovative and dynamic industries. Since 2004, we ve helped leading companies like METLIFE, CITI, SHUTTERFLY, and 
LIFELOCK have millions of successful conversations, resulting in saving operational cost and increasing productivity.
     Interactions  5-year vision is to accelerate a transition from today s frustrating and uninspired customer service experiences into 
amazing conversational engagements! Allowing customers to communicate in their own words and on their channel of choice, to 
accomplish tasks, all without having to go through an agent. In doing this via our conversational AI engine, our customers benefit from 
dramatically improved customer experience and increased customer engagement, while also saving significant and demonstrable 
operational expenses.
JOB DESCRIPTION

SENIOR SALES DIRECTOR
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13987383  1
09/11/20

 40

WHO IS INTERACTIONS*
     Interactions, LLC is the world s largest independent AI company. We operate at the intersection of customer experience and AI   two 
of today s most innovative and dynamic industries. Since 2004, we ve helped leading companies like METLIFE, CITI, SHUTTERFLY, and 
LIFELOCK have millions of successful conversations, resulting in saving operational cost and increasing productivity.
     Interactions  5-year vision is to accelerate a transition from today s frustrating and uninspired customer service experiences into 
amazing conversational engagements! Allowing customers to communicate in their own words and on their channel of choice, to 
accomplish tasks, all without having to go through an agent. In doing this via our conversational AI engine, our customers benefit from 
dramatically improved customer experience and increased customer engagement, while also saving significant and demonstrable 
operational expenses.
JOB DESCRIPTION

SENIOR SALES DIRECTOR
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13983064  1
09/10/20

 40

WHO IS INTERACTIONS*
     Interactions, LLC is the world s largest independent AI company. We operate at the intersection of customer experience and AI   two 
of today s most innovative and dynamic industries. Since 2004, we ve helped leading companies like METLIFE, CITI, SHUTTERFLY, and 
LIFELOCK have millions of successful conversations, resulting in saving operational cost and increasing productivity.
     Interactions  5-year vision is to accelerate a transition from today s frustrating and uninspired customer service experiences into 
amazing conversational engagements! Allowing customers to communicate in their own words and on their channel of choice, to 
accomplish tasks, all without having to go through an agent. In doing this via our conversational AI engine, our customers benefit from 
dramatically improved customer experience and increased customer engagement, while also saving significant and demonstrable 
operational expenses.
JOB DESCRIPTION

SENIOR SALES DIRECTOR (COLLECTIONS VERTI
FRANKLIN INETEMPL
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Senior Warehouse Associate, Day Shift  (000021TH)

POSITION SUMMARY:

Under direct supervision, handles and maintains the flow of materials and products in warehouses with varying degrees of automation 
according to established standards. Performs in accordance with established safety standards and adheres to all safety policies, rules, 
regulations and procedures.  This position generally requires some previous experience in the Warehouse Associate role, cross-training 
in various areas of the warehouse, forklift user certification, and a proven low rate of errors in the Warehouse Associate role.  There 

SENIOR WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATE, DAY SHIFT
MANSFIELD INETEMPL

 13956111  1
09/02/20

 40

ABOUT YOU
     The person we are looking for thrives in a professional and fast paced environment and is expected to work out of our local 
Wrentham, MA office, while supporting the entire eastern region with a focus on the Northeast. You are a service oriented self-starter 
who has a minimum of 5 years of experience working with stakeholders and employee groups to fulfill their HR needs. Your desire to 
learn and grow keeps you on the cutting edge of current HR law and practices. You are proficient in handling complicated employment 
issues and are motivated to help people achieve their career goals. You are proactive, and a positive communicator who keeps 
employees informed and engaged in their career.  You thrive in a team environment and work collaboratively with other HR Partners to 
provide the best possible support to the region.
     DAY IN THE LIFE 
     After booting up your computer and grabbing your favorite morning beverage you can expect to:

SR HUMAN RESOURCES GENERALIST
WRENTHAM INETEMPL

 13952439  1
09/01/20

 40

About You
     The person we are looking for thrives in a professional and fast paced environment and is expected to work out of our local 
Wrentham, MA office, while supporting the entire eastern region with a focus on the Northeast. You are a service oriented self-starter 
who has a minimum of 5 years of experience working with stakeholders and employee groups to fulfill their HR needs. Your desire to 
learn and grow keeps you on the cutting edge of current HR law and practices. You are proficient in handling complicated employment 
issues and are motivated to help people achieve their career goals. You are proactive, and a positive communicator who keeps 
employees informed and engaged in their career. u00a0You thrive in a team environment and work collaboratively with other HR 
Partners to provide the best possible support to the region.
     Day in the Life 
     After booting up your computer and grabbing your favorite morning beverage you can expect to:

SR HUMAN RESOURCES GENERALIST
WRENTHAM INETEMPL

 13965049  1
09/04/20

 40

WHO IS INTERACTIONS*
     Interactions, LLC is the world s largest independent AI company. We operate at the intersection of customer experience and AI   two 
of today s most innovative and dynamic industries. Since 2004, we ve helped leading companies like METLIFE, CITI, SHUTTERFLY, and 
LIFELOCK have millions of successful conversations, resulting in saving operational cost and increasing productivity.
     Interactions  5-year vision is to accelerate a transition from today s frustrating and uninspired customer service experiences into 
amazing conversational engagements! Allowing customers to communicate in their own words and on their channel of choice, to 
accomplish tasks, all without having to go through an agent. In doing this via our conversational AI engine, our customers benefit from 
dramatically improved customer experience and increased customer engagement, while also saving significant and demonstrable 
operational expenses.
JOB DESCRIPTION

SR. DIRECTOR, ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
FRANKLIN INETEMPL
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SUMMARY OF POSITION:
A Senior Research and Development Engineer for Electro-mechanical Group will perform design and development as well as product 
sustaining engineering activities. These activities will cover all phases of the product life cycle from concept through end of life. The 
individual in this position will often lead small projects but will also assume an individual contributor role. The engineer must have the 
flexibility of skill and temperament to work in both product development, and product change development. Attention to detail and 
working knowledge of regulations for the medical device industry are essential. The engineer must be able to work in a team 
environment and be able to communicate clearly across all disciplines including Quality Assurance, Regulatory Affairs, Manufacturing, 
Marketing and outside design partners and regulatory agencies.

As part of our team you will:

SR. ELECTRICAL R&D ENGINEER
MANSFIELD INETEMPL

 13968804  1
09/06/20

 20

Support and maintain the integrity of the Vera Bradley  experience  through exceptional customer service, upholding store image 
standards, maximizing sales and assisting in store operational needs.
ESSENTIAL DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES (NOTE: OTHER DUTIES MAY BE ASSIGNED)
     To perform this job successfully, an individual must be able to perform each essential duty satisfactorily. Reasonable 
accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.
     * Engage the guest and enhance her Experience through product awareness and team selling
     * Treat all Vera Bradley employees and guests with respect and maintain a positive work environment
     * Drive store results through add on selling and conversion that meet the guest s wants and needs
     * Maintain Vera Bradley brand standards through assistance in visual merchandising excellence
     * Help to maintain a clean, organized and inviting environment for the customer

STORE ASSOCIATE
WRENTHAM INETEMPL

 13956261  1
09/02/20

 40  7:00 am  9:00 pm

1.Exceed our customers evolving expectations by preparing the freshest quality product while providing World Class customer service 
and a pleasant and rewarding shopping experience. 
2.Use and 10 Foot Rule? techniques to build relationships, educate our customers, and create sales.
3.Prepare, weigh, finish, slice, price, package, and stock product.
4.Maintain proper department conditions and supplies (e.g., shelf, case, sales floor, backroom, freezer, cooler, etc.). 
5.Operate, clean, and reassemble equipment/machinery where applicable.
6.Operate a cash register where applicable. 
7.Engage in and encourage continuous improvement through ideas and innovation (e.g., Group Problem Solving? (GPS) and Keep 
Thinking?).
8 Adhere to all government employment and labor regulations, as well as all Company policies and procedures (e.g., employment laws 

STORE CLERK
FRANKLIN AREGO

 13952448  2
09/01/20

 40

Various warehouse and forklift opportunities in Mansfield, MA. All shifts available!  

DESCRIPTION:
* Use of a forklift to select orders
* Must be able to lift 40-50 pounds, for duration of shift
* Temp-to-Perm position
* Drug test and background check required

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
* Contact Jessica Kegler

WAREHOUSE AND FORKLIFT
MANSFIELD INETEMPL
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We are currently hiring for Warehouse Associates in Franklin, MA. Our Warehouse Associates will be responsible for daily operations in 
the distribution center by helping maintain the warehouse, assist with loading and unloading merchandise trucks. These Warehouse 
Associates positions are full time and long term (temp to hire) and we are looking for qualified individuals that want a career 
opportunity to join a stable and growing organization!

Responsibilities:
• Assists with loading and unloading merchandise
• Maintains stock and merchandise area, keeping it organized and clean.
• Maintains safe working environment by complying with procedures, rules, and regulations.

WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATE - 1ST SHIFT
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13979793  1
09/08/20

 40

We are currently hiring for Warehouse Associates in Franklin, MA. Our Warehouse Associates will be responsible for daily operations in 
the distribution center by helping maintain the warehouse, assist with loading and unloading merchandise trucks. These Warehouse 
Associates positions are full time and long term (temp to hire) and we are looking for qualified individuals that want a career 
opportunity to join a stable and growing organization!

Responsibilities:
• Assists with loading and unloading merchandise
• Maintains stock and merchandise area, keeping it organized and clean.
• Maintains safe working environment by complying with procedures, rules, and regulations.

WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATE - 2ND SHIFT
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13940908  1
08/31/20

 40

Overview 
Job Description & Requirements 

Responsible for picking orders, palletizing, loading and unloading products and/or cases, and working any station or line that is 
assigned. The order assembly picker/loader works anywhere in the Load-out/Freezer/Cooler areas that may be assigned. 
* Responsible for pulling products for customer orders. 
* Perform freight handling using appropriate motorized and manual equipment (when certified). 
* May use hand-held tracking device 
* Mark the paperwork properly when making adjustments for product shortages. 
* Keep accurate records on load sheets, inventory sheets, scrap sheets, and computerized equipment. 

WAREHOUSE ORDER PICKER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13964890  1
09/04/20

 40

Overview
Warehouse Order Picker - 1am to finish 

6-day revolving schedule 

Job Description & Requirements
Responsible for picking orders, palletizing, loading and unloading products and/or cases, and working any station or line that is 
assigned. The order assembly picker/loader works anywhere in the Load-out/Freezer/Cooler areas that may be assigned.

* Responsible for pulling products for customer orders. 

WAREHOUSE ORDER PICKER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL
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Overview
Warehouse Order Picker - 6pm to finish 

6-day revolving schedule 

Job Description & Requirements
Responsible for picking orders, palletizing, loading and unloading products and/or cases, and working any station or line that is 
assigned. The order assembly picker/loader works anywhere in the Load-out/Freezer/Cooler areas that may be assigned. 

* Responsible for pulling products for customer orders. 

WAREHOUSE ORDER PICKER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13952450  2
09/01/20

 40

Currently seeking a Warehouse Order Picker for a full time, temporary-to-permanent position in Norton, MA. The hours are 3:00 pm- 
Finish Sunday-Thursday. This is a fantastic opportunity to join a busy distribution center that has just moved into their brand new 
facility. This is a fast paced position that offers longevity with a growing company!

RESPONSIBILITIES:
* Picking orders in a freezer warehouse environment
* Operating a 4-wheel dolly to move product throughout the warehouse
* General warehouse duties as needed

RESPONSIBILITIES:

WAREHOUSE ORDER PICKER 2ND SHIFT
NORTON INETEMPL

 13964953  1
09/04/20

 40

Overview 
Warehouse Order Picker - 6pm to finish 

6-day revolving schedule 

Job Description & Requirements 
The order assembly picker/loader is responsible for picking orders, palletizing, loading and unloading products and/or cases, and 
working any station or line that is assigned. The order assembly picker/loader works anywhere in the Load-out/Freezer/Cooler areas 
that may be assigned. 

WAREHOUSE PICKER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL

 13981179  1
09/09/20

 36

Immediate opportunity for a Weekend Shift Assembler in Franklin, MA. 

Responsibilities: 
Assemble components accurately, thoroughly and quickly on an assembly line.
Ability to Package product according to the job requirement.
Assist with various production tasks as needed.
Attach tags or labels to mark information on cases
Count parts and verify counts throughout plating operation.
Visually inspect all parts during production and set aside parts with defects that would be cause for rejection.

WEEKEND SHIFT ASSEMBLER
FRANKLIN INETEMPL
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 13983171  1

09/10/20
 36

Immediate opportunity for a Weekend Shift Assembler in Franklin, MA. 

Responsibilities: 
Assemble components accurately, thoroughly and quickly on an assembly line.
Ability to Package product according to the job requirement.
Assist with various production tasks as needed.
Attach tags or labels to mark information on cases
Count parts and verify counts throughout plating operation.
Visually inspect all parts during production and set aside parts with defects that would be cause for rejection.

WEEKEND SHIFT ASSEMBLER
FRANKLIN KTORR
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